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Introduction

We can easily find over 107 discussions on Shopify Community or

other related results on Google about Amazon. People are talking

about it because Shopify has just suddenly removed its native Amazon

integration. We all recognize the huge advantage of having Amazon as

a second marketplace in reaching new customers and increasing

revenues.

In this section, we will discuss the benefits Amazon brings to Shopify

store owners, the consequences of the removal event, and key

takeaways from this ebook.
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Benefits of having an Amazon as a

second marketplace

The popularity of Amazon is no doubt. It brings many benefits to

online sellers. Let’s list out some of these.
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Firstly, eCommerce businesses can benefit from Amazon to meet their

potential customers via mobile phone. It’s undeniable that shopping on

mobile phones has increasingly become a purchasing trend amongst

global citizens.

In 2019, Statista named Amazon one of the leading mobile shopping

apps in the United States. There were 150.6 million mobile users who

went Shopping on Amazon, compared to only 76.45 million of them

shopping on Walmart. That is to say, a huge advantage of eCommerce

sellers.
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Secondly, Amazon succeeds at maintaining its relationships with their

existing as well as new customers. In fact, by delivering high-quality

services, it gains long-term trust from its customers.

According to Feedvisor in 2019, 89% of US buyers admitted to

preferring buying products from Amazon than any other eCommerce

site. Amongst their drives to purchasing decisions, we can name some

such as flexibility in returning products and quick shopping time as

well as encouraging customer reviews.
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Thirdly, by growing their product categories on the platform, Amazon

will make room for sellers to enlarge their niches to attract new types

of customers. To name but a few. Electronics are the most purchased

category on Amazon.
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Finally, another reason that drives multiple online sellers to use

Amazon more than other e-commerce sites, is the innovative storage

and shipping service Amazon FBA.

FBA as Fulfillment by Amazon is a service for third-party sellers to

automate their order fulfillment and shipping services. So in other

words: Sellers sell but Amazon ships.

It has so many advantages for online 3rd parties as they can withdraw

from their time to product warehousing and picking and packing. Of

course, as a seller, you have to pay Amazon fees but what you get is

more than that: 24/7 Amazon customer service, all shipping costs, and

access to world fulfillment networks.

It’s so worthy for any online store owners to start thinking of

expanding their businesses to Amazon to drive more potential sales.

Especially for Shopify store owners. In 2017, Shopify and Amazon

partnered to integrate their connections of Shopify merchants to

millions of Amazon customers. So every detail about inventory

management, product details, or fulfillment can be handled in one

place - the Shopify admin platform.
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The consequence of Shopify’s Amazon

integration app removal

Most Shopify owners used the Amazon Channel app to integrate

information at ease from Shopify to Amazon or vice versa. This was an

app offered by Shopify and Amazon with multi functionalities such as

automated product listing, order management, and inventory sync. Of

course, there have been other Shopify apps to support the same or

other functionalities but the Amazon Channel app was considered

very trusted, mentioned by reviews on Shopify App Store.
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Unfortunately, the 20th September news from Shopify shocked many

Shopify store owners because Shopify suddenly deleted their existing

Amazon Channel app from Shopify.

As the connection between Shopify and Amazon is interrupted, many

orders are left unfulfilled, which significantly harms every business.

Also, the peak season for shopping is coming, especially Black Friday.

Shopify merchants sellers are under pressure looking for other apps in

replacement.
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It’s not an easy game, though. First of all, the old app built such an

irreplaceable trust with their Shopify users, and totally free. Second,

there are tons of apps with all-in-one functionalities advertised on

Shopify app stores. Some had good reviews but some didn’t.

Merchants are left with little time but various choices of paid apps and

have to face the rising operational costs.
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What can you take away from our e-book?

Our existing customers as Shopify store owners frequently asked for

our support to find relevant featured-rich apps.

Concerning their issues, we finally made an ebook to collect some

trusted and high-rating apps, suggested by our experienced project

manager. This ebook not only provides some apps that are able to

replace Amazon Channel app’s functionalities as product listing,

inventory sync, order management; but also list out some integration

apps that can help Shopify-ers increase their sales on Amazon

channel such as product reviews, “Buy on Amazon” button adding,...

We are certain that you will have some takeaways. If you still have any

questions concerning those apps, drop us a message.
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Product listing

Challenge 1

Upload automatically products from Shopify to Amazon

One of the first jobs during your Shopify expansion to Amazon is

product uploading. If you are doing a low-quantity, it would not be a

time-consuming matter. But let’s say if your online shop owns 1000 +

products, it would be a significant pain to transfer one by one.

The old Shopify’s Amazon app had a great function of automatically

importing products from Shopify to Amazon, just after you sign up in

Amazon Seller Central. Therefore, that removal news has significantly

upset a lot of Shopify store owners.
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Product listing

Challenge 2

Connect Shopify with Amazon in multi countries

Some Shopify sellers are from non-US countries Australia, Europe,

Canada) while some of the apps only support US-based Shopify online

stores.

The old Shopify’s Amazon app was only available for Amazon US and

Canada accounts. And you also need a third-party app if you are not on

an Amazon North America account.
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Product listing

Challenge 3

Create a product template for each product on Amazon without

affecting on products on Shopify

This additional feature brings great advantages to Shopify sellers to

create a product template on every imported Shopify to Amazon

product, without affecting ones on Shopify.
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Solutions

Manual coding

Upload your products in bulk via a spreadsheet. Sign in to your Amazon

Seller Central, then navigate to your Inventory and upload your

spreadsheet in CSV format

Apps

Amazon by Codisto

● Price: Free, Starter ($19/month), Growth ($59/month) and Pro

$99/month)

● Rating: 4.2 76 reviews)

● Provide main functionalities as sync and edit products in bulk from

Shopify to Amazon. Three types of listing modes: Single-edit

mode, Multi-edit mode and Attribute mapping.
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Amazon, eBay, Google & Walmart by Codisto

● Price: Starter ($29/month), Growth ($59/month), Pro

$99/month)Power ($249/month)

● Rating: 4.6 432 reviews)

● Provide main functionalities:

1. It syncs also products in bulbs, including new Amazon ASINs

2. Built-in smarts for auto-categorization & enhanced listing

creating
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Amazon by CedCommerce:

● Price: Free until 31st December 2021

● Rating: 4.4 17 reviews)

● Provide 4 main functionalities related to product listing:

1. Connect Shopify with Amazon in multi countries

2. Connect multiple amazon accounts through a Shopify store

3. All categories supported: Sell products from any categories

without any restrictions

4. Product template: Create a variety of product templates to

match your website design
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Amazon Integration Plus:

● Price: 4 plans: Free, Basic ($19/month), Advanced ($29/month)

and Shopify Pro ($59/month)

● Rating: 4.3 92 reviews)

● Provide 2 main functionalities related to product listing:

1. Support international stores and international currencies

2. Use the GTIN EAN/UPC codes of your existing product &

Use a GTIN exemption, granted by Amazon

● Other benefits:

1. Features available through Metafields: SKU mapping,

Alternate Title, Description, Bullet points

2. Other features: Automatic background remover, Automatic

In-App products sheets translations
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“Buy on Amazon” button

Challenge 4

Have a Buy on Amazon button on the Shopify store

Some of our customers want to benefit from the Buy on Amazon

button to leave their customers a choice to use Amazon Prime

shipping. The old app did not support this functionality, so what we

suggest is an additional element.
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Solutions

Manual coding

● Step 1 You should get a meta field app, to create a metafield for

your theme (to store unique information), if you have tons of

products to sync from Shopify to Amazon. We recommend

Metafields Manager by Argonautic Labs. It has a free plan option

for 14 days free trial.

● Step 2 Install the app and Create a metafield for amazon_url.

Also, add the link for each product

● Step 3 Go to Shopify admin dashboard, choose Online Store

then Edit Code. Add the HTML button in the metafield in the

product-template.liquid or cart-template.liquid
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Apps

BNP App: Amazon Buy Now button by Jojo Agency

● Price: $4/month with 30 days free trial

● Rating: 4.9 110 reviews)

● Provide 2 functionalities:

1. Import & export multiple products with Buy on Amazon

button

2. 3 types of buttons: Library button, Custom button and

Customize button

● Other benefits:

1. Require codes or no codes when choosing text font and

position of the button

2. Provide a number of button themes
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Product reviews

Challenge 5

Sync automatically product reviews from Amazon to Shopify

Shopify-ers have a second marketplace channel as Amazon would like

to automatically sync product reviews from Amazon to Shopify

whenever their Amazon receives any product reviews. It would be easy

with a low-quantity but with unlimited products, it is the similar pain as

the product listing.
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Solutions

Manual coding

Manually export reviews from Amazon in CSV file: Go to Reviews Page

on Amazon, apply filtered to refine the data to export. Then import CSV

to Shopify admin by using product reviews app

Apps

Ali Reviews - Amazon Review:

● Price: 2 options - Free plan & $6.95/month

● Rating: 4.9 67 reviews)

● Provide 2 functionalities:

1. Import authentic reviews from Amazon back to your store. By

just adding the URL of the product you want to get reviews

and Amazon Reviews will do the rest.

2. Manually write reviews and upload your own photos

● Other benefits:

1. Free plan with import reviews for 5 products

2. Provide a responsive and easy-to-use design for beginners

3. Tons of great features beyond collecting reviews

4. 2 min tutorial video
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Amazon Reviews by Reputon:

● Price: $5.99/month with 7 days free trial

● Rating: 5.0

● Main functionality: Automatically import reviews from Amazon to

Shopify

● Other benefits:

1. 3 types of reviews: Carousel widget, Compact widget and

Review list

2. An easy-to-install app

3. Available in multiple languages

4. No code requires to customize themes
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Product reviews

Challenge 6

Ability to edit star-rating in center

When syncing product reviews from Amazon to Shopify stores, the star

rating located between the product image and the price is aligned to

the left.
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Solutions

Manual Coding

● Step 1 Go to Online Store ⇒ Themes ⇒ Edit Code

● Step 2 Choose Asset ⇒ /timber.scss.liquid

● Step 3 Paste this code at the bottom:

.rev-titl-wp {

display: flex;

justify-content: center;

}
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Product reviews

Challenge 7

Encourage customers to leave reviews

These two apps above only support the functionality of importing

reviews from Amazon to Shopify. There are other apps that also provide

an automatic email system to ask customers to leave reviews after their

purchases. In other words, as an online seller, you reduce a huge

amount of time in sending emails to customers by your email marketing

campaign or by manually.
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Solutions

Ryviu Product Reviews App & QA by Ryviu

● Price: 4 plans: Free, Simple ($4.99/month), Advance

$9.99/month) and Unlimited ($19.99/month)

● Rating: 4.9 676 reviews)

● Provide 4 main functionalities:

1. Product review widget (Collect reviews, provide a variety of

themes, support edit languages, etc,...)

2. Import product reviews from Dropshipping sites (Aliexpress,

Etsy, Amazon)

3. Questions and Answers

4. Reviews email requests (send automated emails to

customers after any purchases)

● Other benefits:

1. Good customer service as live chat

2. Within a few clicks, import reviews quickly from dropshipping

sites in CSV files
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Areviews - Reviews Importer by Areviews App

● Price: 3 plans from Free, Premium ($6.99/month) and Ultimate

$12.99/month)

● Rating: 4.6 328 reviews)

● Provide 6 main functionalities:

1. Importing settings: Import English reviews only, and

translations options for Aliexpress, Price filters, etc,...

2. Visitor tracking: Track your visitors’ countries

3. Reviews pages: Show reviews on one page or cart-related to

added products

4. Widgets: 3 types of product reviews: Slider widget, Popup

widget, and Badge widget

5. Emails: Send automate emails to customers to ask for

reviews

6. Design pages: Full control over the design
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Product reviews

Challenge 8

Additional loyalty programs

Some of our customers asked for any trusted apps to add an automatic

loyalty program. The goal is very long-term to remain in their

relationships with existing

customers.
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Solutions

Growave - Loyalty & Wishlist by Growave

● Price: 4 plan from Starter ($19/month), Small ($29/month),

Medium ($49/month) to Growth ($99/month) with 14 day free trial

● Rating: 4.9 1447 reviews)

● Provide multiple functionalities:

1. Auto send personalized review request emails to your

customers based on their buying history

2. An email template is fully customizable - change the

templates that fit your brand identity

3. Improve conversion rate by using Loyalty & Reward programs

and Referral programs

● Other benefits:

1. The most-used Amazon product review apps on Shopify

2. Best for SME Shopify stores to have loyalty & rewards,

reviews, wishlist, Instagram and UGC

3. Used by well-known brands such as Kappa, or Forever 21

4. A great customer support
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Inventory sync

Challenge 9

Keep stock counts consistent on Shopify and Amazon automatically

Inconsistent tracking is the top challenging task in inventory

management. Therefore, what most Shopify merchants look for when

connecting with the Amazon channel is automatic inventory sync.

You need to update the stock counts instantly on both Shopify and

Amazon whenever an order is placed. Otherwise, overselling the items

that are no longer in stock will be a sooner or later problem.

More seriously, you might get confused to estimate the remaining

inventory and act proactively to restock or make a stock plan for any

item. $1.1 trillion lost worldwide in 2021 was estimated due to

inventory distortion, including overstock, stock-outs, and shrinkage.

If your sales are increasing and reach hundreds or thousands of orders

per month, manual stock management will surely fall beyond your

control.

As to merchants’ reviews and our experience, the native Shopify's

Amazon app performed well in inventory sync. It allowed users to do

the task both automatically and manually, based on their demands,

almost flawlessly. So what are the best alternatives after the app was

removed?
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Solutions

If you need only inventory sync and don’t want to mess up your store

with too many functions, Real-time Stock Sync & Bundling is a 5-star

powerful app.

● Price: 2 plans: Essential plan & Pro plan ($35  $329/ month)

● Rating: 5.0 303 reviews)

● Some main functionalities related to stock sync:

1. Focus on inventory management and keeps your stock

levels synced by SKU across different sales channels, such

as Amazon, eBay, Etsy, etc.

2. One app is available for multiple Shopify stores.

3. Stock quantity, including variants, packs, and components,

is adjusted in real-time, which prevents overselling

comprehensively.
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In case you need additional features besides stock sync, the following

apps will help. Not only do they provide multiple functions, but they

also receive no or very little negative feedback at stock sync in 2021.

For the Amazon sales channel only, try Amazon by CedCommerce or

Amazon by Codisto (mentioned above). CedCommerce also allows

users to set a minimum threshold limit to avoid overselling, which we

highly recommend. They also provide inventory notification of any

product’s stock availability and automatic inventory calculation of safe

stock counts.

For multiple sales channels, try Amazon, eBay, Google & Walmart

(mentioned above), or Sellbrite.

● Price: 4 plans: Free - $19  $39  $59/month

● Rating: 3.9 160 reviews)

● Some main functionalities related to stock sync:

1. Super-Fast Inventory Sync - whenever and wherever a

purchase arrives.

2. Multi-Warehouse Support - make an available inventory

from all of your warehouses’ locations for sale on your

listings
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Order management

Challenge 10

Automatically import and fulfill all orders on Shopify, but not interfere

with FBA orders

Once connecting the Shopify store with other sales channels like

Amazon, most Shopify merchants would like to manage all orders they

get from different places on only one platform. This indeed saves them

lots of time and effort. Also, importing and fulfilling orders without

automation is risky. For 62% of retailers, errors in manual management

are the root cause of fulfillment issues.

The native Shopify’s Amazon app, as well as any other app that you can

find in the Shopify app store, has a feature to solve this challenge.

However, you should only work with orders set up to be fulfilled by

Shopify. FBA orders seem to be more complicated.

FBA means fulfillment by Amazon, a service that Amazon offers to allow

products to be sent to Amazon’s fulfillment centers and then picked,

packed, and shipped to customers.

If you use this service, then some of your orders are fulfilled by Amazon

instead of Shopify. Therefore, automatically importing them to your

Shopify panel can easily cause duplicate shipments. And you absolutely

do not want to experience this issue.

With that in mind, the right app for you should not interfere with or have a

separate feature to manage your FBA orders.
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Order management

Challenge 11

Sync order status and tracking details on Shopify with Amazon

promptly

When an Amazon order is fulfilled by Shopify, it’s necessary to update

the order status not only on Shopify but also on Amazon,

spontaneously. This is for 2 reasons.

First, customers can track their order and shipping information on

Amazon in real-time, which enhances their satisfaction with your store.

86% of buyers are willing to pay more for a seamless shopping

experience.

More importantly, Amazon selling policies for stores with late shipments

are quite strict. If the order status is not or wrongly updated, your

Amazon account is at risk of deactivation.
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In the native Shopify’s Amazon app, once you fulfilled the order in

Shopify, its status was automatically marked as on Amazon fulfilled,

with the same fulfillment date. However, before being removed, there

remained some issues that did matter to Shopify merchants.

For example, the orders were not populated to Amazon at the right time.

This issue led to thousands of orders showing unshipped on Amazon,

leaving Shopify merchants unprepared and even damaged.

Bugs and issues are sometimes unmanageable, so you need to be

careful when looking for the right app.
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Solutions

To choose the best available solutions for order management, we have

tested and collected reviews in 2021 from the most downloaded apps

on the Shopify store.

Order Automator is an easy-to-use app specifically designed for

managing orders on Shopify.

● Price: 2 plans: Unlimited ($10 and Custom ($20

● Rating: 5.0 31 reviews)

● Some main functionalities related to order management:

1. Tag orders and customers to organize and filter

2. Auto fulfill line items

3. Send email alerts based on order conditions

4. Prevent fraudulent orders by canceling or getting notified

5. Bulk processes old orders.

6. Support FBA orders.
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Amazon by CedCommerce and Sellbrite are the two prime candidates

once again. Amazon by CedCommerce allows you to choose whether to

enable order syncing from the app or not, which is convenient if you

don’t want to mess up old and new orders.

Sellbrite, on the other hand, clarifies their policy for FBA orders, leaving

your native connection from Shopify to FBA, and FBA orders stay out of

the app. You can install it with confidence if you are using FBA. You can

choose Shopify or Sellbrite as the hub to manage all of your orders.
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However, if your business records more than hundreds of orders per

month, don’t hesitate to invest in an extremely outstanding app like

Shoppingfeed.

● Price: 2 plans: Orders sync (free) and Products sync ($399

● Rating: 4.6 159 reviews)

● Some main functionalities related to order management:

1. Manage unlimited orders from all the most famous US, CA,

MX & UK marketplaces, including Amazon, Etsy, Walmart,

eBay, Google, from your Shopify order pane.

2. Support order alert

3. Automatic fulfillment

4. Order filtering and flagging

5. Support managing FBA, FBM orders
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Integration app price

Challenge 12

The app cost is reasonable and might have the free price option

Since merchants are acquainted with the free Amazon app, it’s

troublesome to bear the additional monthly cost for a new one. Many

small businesses are worried that the paid app costs could eat into

their profit, or even prevent them from keeping the stores open. They

need a solution to minimize the cost.
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Solutions

To choose the most reasonable alternative for your Amazon integration,

you need to fully understand your business’ situations. Answer the

following three questions before going further on any app details:

1. How many orders from Amazon per month do you have? (or you

expect to have)

2. How many marketplaces are you currently connecting with? (or

you want to connect with)

3. What is your selling location?

4. Which challenges/features do you need the most?

Next page shows the most affordable apps or app plans with the lowest

cost that you can use:
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1. Amazon by CedCommerce is a fully functional app for Amazon

integration, serving various locations and free until Dec 31, 2021.

2. Sellbrite is a fully functional app, integrating with Amazon, eBay,

Google, Walmart, Etsy, Newegg. It supports Amazon US, CA, MX,

EU, but allows listing features in the US only. Merchants with a

maximum of 30 orders per month can use Sellbrite’s free plan. Its

pro plan that supports up to 100 orders costs only 19$ per month.

3. Amazon by Codisto supports listings on all Amazon sites around

the world all from within Shopify. Merchants with a maximum of 50

orders per month can use Sellbrite’s free plan. Its starter plan that

allows up to 100 orders costs only 19$ per month.

4. BNP App is used only for inserting Buy on Amazon on your Shopify

store. It costs $4/month with a 30 days free trial. It also supports

Amazon in multiple countries.

5. Amazon Reviews by Reputon is used only for inserting customer

reviews on Amazon to your Shopify store in multiple languages. It

costs $5.99/month with 7 days free trial.

6. Real-time Stock Sync & Bundling is suitable for ones that need

only inventory sync features. The price for 0 - 100 orders per

month is $35/month but the app works flawlessly. The app serves

Amazon, eBay, Etsy, etc. marketplaces in North America, Europe,

Far East countries.

7. Order Automator supports only order management, including FBA

orders. The price is only $10/month for unlimited orders and

tagging. The app serves Amazon in various locations.
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Remember that all apps offer a free trial period, so make use of it

before really spending your money on anything. To uninstall any app,

removing it from your Shopify dashboard sometimes is not enough.

Some apps run independently from Shopify. What you need to do is

read their instructions carefully, and reach out to their support team as

soon as possible before making any decisions.

Most apps will automatically adjust your plan to the next tier up if your

orders exceed the current plan’s limit. This is to prevent your connection

and management from disruption during peak seasons. Therefore, keep

an eye on the number of orders as well as the plan you are subscribed

to.
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App 1 Amazon by Codisto

★ Rating: 4.1*

★ Publisher: Codisto  The Codisto Channel Cloud since 2011, was

commissioned by a large retailer to develop a custom integration

between their in-house system and eBay.

★ Pricing Plan:

★ Key Features:

● Product synchronization automatically

● Multi variant listings
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★ Pros:

● 30 days free trial plan

● Suggested by many reviewers on Shopify App Store

and Shopify Community

● Online 24/7 customer service (high-rated by Shopify

users)

● The integration is done in just a few minutes

★ Cons:

● Price is a bit high

● Inventory management issue sometimes occurs

★ How-to set up:
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App 2 Amazon by Ced Commerce

★ Rating: 4.3*

★ Publisher: Ced Commerce

★ Price plan: Free until 31st December 2021

★ Key Features:

● Connect multiple Amazon Accounts

● All categories supported

● Product template

● Create listings & orders

● Sync & track inventory in near Real-Time

● Manage orders & shipments

● Free 24/7 support
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★ Pros:

● Free plan until 31st December 2021

● Free 24/7 customer support

● All-in-one feature-rich such as import & export, sync,

tracking inventory and order management, app

★ Cons:

● If you sell in Canada and the USA, it will generate orders for

Canada. You have to manually list the order from other

regions.

★ How-to set up:
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App 3 Growave by Growave

★ Rating: 4.9*

★ Publisher: Growave - The all-in-one marketing platform for small and
medium-sized Shopify stores

★ Pricing plan:

★ Key Features:

● Product updates via Gift Cards

● Engage customers with Gift Cards in their loyalty program

● List out customer reviews, photo reviews, UGC, Instagram

feed, and social proof
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★ Pros:

● Easy to install the app

● 24/7customer service

● Additional irreplaceable features

★ How-to set up:
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App 4 Sellbrite

★ Rating: 3.9* In 2021, most of the reviews are 5 stars)

★ Publisher: Sellbrite - a brand that belongs to GoDaddy, one of the
world's largest services platforms for entrepreneurs around the
globe, like Shopify.

★ Pricing plan:

★ Key features:

● Product listing

● Inventory sync

● Order sync (except FBA orders)

★ Pros:

● Have a free plan for < 30 orders per month

● Great, responsive, friendly, patient support

● Transfers all your products into other platforms fastly

● Allow list up to 100 products at a time per channel

● Good at keeping inventory counts on multi-platforms

● Separate FBA order and no overselling issue
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● Easy to set up and use

● Support set up customized price rules for each channel or

sync your pricing to match across channels.

★ Cons:

● The functionality to list products with a new Amazon

Standard Identification Number (ASIN is not available

● Not support listing out to non-US channels at this time (but

support inventory and order management)

● Only support USD currently

● In some very minor cases, orders imported are wrongly

tagged, or product variants get deleted from the app.

★ How-to set up:

You can have an overview of how to set up and use Sellbrite via
Sellbrite for Shopify Academy with many detailed tutorial videos.
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App 5 Shoppingfeed

★ Rating: 4.6*

★ Publisher: Shoppingfeed Inc. They help omnichannel sellers get rid of
compatibility, inventory, property issues and manage their business
better.

★ Pricing plan:

★ Key features:

● Product listing

● Inventory sync

● Order automation (FBA, FBM support) and alert

● Email & Chat Support

● Exportable reports

● Comparison, ROI, conversion, top products tracking
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★ Pros:

● Support new ASIN creation, matching, and selection

● Have a free plan order sync function.

● Handle multiple complex integrations

● Fast, outstanding, and 24/7 support with very minimum work

● Minimal issues, not mess up old and new orders

★ Cons:

● The price to use other services along with order sync is high

● The setup process is quite complex and needs support from

the team

★ How-to set up:

You can have an overview of how to set up and use Shoppingfeed
via the Shoppingfeed Help Center
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Conclusion
Selling your Shopify products on the Amazon channel is in need of

automation and consistent management. We all know the removal of

the free native Shopify Amazon app was a sudden pain for any

growing business. However, it is crucial to stay calm and carefully

research alternative solutions.

By understanding the common challenges related to Amazon

integration and grasping all the corresponsive solutions, you will gain a

complete view of which solution you have to go for, saving you money

and effort.

This ebook might not be the best fit for you, but we hope you have got

some meaningful insights that will help you make better decisions. If

you want to improve your Shopify sales and conversions, feel free to

check out our Happypoints blog.

Founded in 2017, HappyPoints strives to help independent businesses

overcome their capability challenges by providing them with

outsourced, high-quality Shopify development services on time at

reasonable prices.
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